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APPLICATION OF LCTRO8TA?IC SIPARATION PRIEIPI3
TO CLIANING SD8 01 CERTAIN flflZ CROPS

One of the prime requisites for macseat 0701 pro -

duetion is clean ssed. Decreased yields, increased pro-
dustion costs, end poor quality often result when seed
stocks containing rsed seeds or other crop seed. are
planted (22, pp.508-501). Clean seed is equally 1*
in maintaining high quality in the many products which are

manufactured from crop seeds. In the several pbae of
crop seed production, seed olsaning ranks high in th. order
of importance. Federal and state seed laws regulate the
quality of seed that may be transported sad marketed.
Nearly always some el.sning process must be resorted to in

order to have seed lots meet the mialmia standards speci-
fied by law.

S.d cleaning
Inat ion contained

mat ion may be in

rooks, clods, animal

p.l4). There are a great utaber of commarcial seed

cleaners available on th. market today. The majority of

these machine, separate the crop seed to be elsaned from
the contaminating material by means of screens, air blasts,

he prose.
a quantity of orop seed. The

o of weed ss.d

reta or other crop seed. (15,



vibrating tables, tnclinsd planes, fabric-covered rolls
and belts, or combinations of these. The separations are

made on the basis of phyalcel differences between the crop
seed and the contaminant. Size, shape, weight, surface
texture, and sometimes color are the physical character.-
ties most commonly used. While the conventional seed

cleaning equtient is indispensable in seed cleaning,
there Is a need for a seed cleaner that is capable of mak-
ing separations on the basis of sie seed characteristics

other than those already mentioned. This need suet. be-

cause there are a vast numb.r of commonly occurring seed

mixtures in which the seeds are quits similar in size,

shape, weight, surface characteristics, and color. With

such mixtures the convantlonel seed cleaning quiaent is

unable to produce satisfactory results. As a result, bugs
quantities of otherwise valuable crop seeds are rendered
worthless or, at beet, reduced in quality becaus. present
equiaent Is inadequate in many cases. It was with this
in mind that the investigation of making useful seed sep-
arations by the electrostatic separation proosse was
started.

The ob3sotivee of this investigation were to deter-
mine what sled mixtures could be separated by the electro-
static process, what effect exposure to high voltage might

hay, on the seed germination, and what effect the moisture



content of the .ed tght have on .spaz"atton. The my..-
tigetlon was begun by a review of the literature end by
sending. quest loisnairs. to *0 seed cleaning establisha.nta
throughout the state of Oregon. The purposs of the ques-

tionnaires was to determtne what seed aixturee the seed.-
nsn consider the aost difficult to clean.



Under certain conditions

hay, the ability or capacity to a

rtal. This phenosnon was known

as 600 B.C. when Thaiss recorded

piece of eiO.r with fur or' cloth.

op

tioular material may

rast a dissiMlar mate

the Greeks as sarly

.e effects of rubbing a

The saber thus treated

was said to be electrified or ohargsd with static elec-

tricity and was capable of attracting lightweight objects

such as scraps of paper, dust particles, and strands of

hair. The Greeks apparently did not make any useful

applaation of this information. Approximately 2000 years

later, Willisa Gilbert, physician to Queen Elizabeth,

showed that substances other than ember such as sealing

wax, glass, and hard rubber, could be charged with else

tx'ioity. Further experimentation showed that certain sub-

etanose exhibited forces of repulsion as well as attrac-

tion depending upon the treaentto which the substance
bad been subjected. For example, a piece of glass which

had been rubbed with silk attracted a piece of glees which

had been rubbed with wool (15, p.445 and 27, p.1). This

method of producing an electric charge by friction was

used in the early electrostatic separators.

The first commercial leotroetatl.o separator was de-

veloped. end patented by Thomas B Osburns of New Uaven,

Connecticut, in 1880. This separator, which was called a



middlinge purifier, wee deal icCd to rsve from ground

cereal chaff and other lightweight material which would

reduoe the quality of the flour. Th. contaminating mate-

rial was to be removed by passing the ground grain beneath

a charged, hard rubber roll. The charged roll would

ettraot or "lift" the lightweight material out l.aing

only the pure flour. The electric oh&rgs on the hard

rubber roll was produced by the rubbing action of the ro-

tating roll against a pad of wool (24). After Osborne's

first machine there followed in quick succession a niaber

of other electrostatic separators. Today there are approx-

imately 200 United States patents on electrostatic separa-

tors of one kind or another. The majority of these separa-

tori were designed for us. by the mining industry fox' sepa-

rating minerals. Only a few wer. designed specifically

with agricultural products in mind. A partial list of

United States patents covering electrostatic separators

the latter category is shown in Table I.

Although commercial electrostatic separators ba

been available for more than 70 years, they have not re-

ceived very wide application except in the mining industry.

There are a number of probable reasons wby their develop-

ment haa been oonipartively slow. The early acohines de-

pended upon frictional means to generate the required

electric oberges which, at beat, wer. not an adequate



1,179,936 Lpr.18,1916 Kraus, r.

1,179,93? Apr.181916 Kraus, J.

ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATORS
DESIGNED TO PROCESS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Table I

Electrostatic appa-
ratus for separating
and cleaning grits,
grain, or the like

Method of and appa-
ratus for separating
and cleaning mate-
rials in an electro-
static field

Process for produc-
ing pure flour

Means of separating
in I xtur e s

Method and means of
separating granular
material

2,174,681 Oot.3,1939 Bartlett, H.S. Electrostatic sepa-
rating apparatus

2,135,716 Nov.8,1938 Johnson, H.B. Method and apparatus
for separating food-
stuff of the nature
of cocoa beans

224,719 Feb.l?,l880 Osborne, T.B. Middlinga purifier

247)954 Oot.4,l881 Smith, H.E. Middlings purifier

254,038 Feb.2l,1882 Osborne, T.B. Middlings purifier

254,039 Feb.2l,1882 Osborne, T.B. Middliags purifier

288,086 Nov.6,l883 Kuhnmunch, T. Middlinga purifier

654,442 Mar.13,1900 Troman-
hauser, S.H. Grain cleaner

880,891 Mar.3,1908 Lawson, J.S. Eleotrical purifi-
cation of flour,
grain, etc.

Patent No. Date Inventor Patent Title

1,236,658 Aug. 14,1917 Beumann, S.

1,355,477 Oct. 12 , 1920 Howell) 5.8.

2,125,812 Aug.2, 1938 Robert-
son, J.S.



method of producing high potentials. Insulating materials

capable of withstanding the high voltage encountered lU

electrostatic separators were not readily available to the

early inventors. Apparent leak Of eilectivity in separa-

tion and competition from other methods of separation also

played a part in slowing the dsveloent of the electro-

static processes. High patent royalties made electrostatic

separation impractioal from an economia standpoint in some

instances The relatively uniform sizing of partloles re-

quired, the limited range of particle size, and the nice.-

sary eontrol over the surface moisture on the particles in

the mixture to be separated have contributed to the utili-

zation of methods of separation other thax electrostatic

(11, pp.601-602 and 31, pp.1120-1121). Many of the prob-

lems that confronted the early investigators have been

solved. As a result, electrostatic separation processes

are being auooeesfully used in many commercial applica-

tions.

Because this investigation pertains to the seeds of

certain field oropa, the sore recent applications of elec-

trostatic separation cited are limited to only those in-

stances where arioultural products are involved. In 1951

electrostatic separators were used to remove chaff from

ground, roasted 3offee The ground coffee had previously

been cleaned by means of a vibrating table and an air



blast This method did not result in a pure product and
excessive losses of coffee were experienced. An elsatro

static separator was installed and produced excellent re
suits. The cleaned product had a higher purity than the
product discharged by the vibrating table, and there was
no loss of coffee. A 260,000 pound shient of mustard
seed received in New York City in 132 was condemned by

the United States Department of Agriculture because it was

Oonteminated with animal excrete. An electrostatic sepa-
rator coating $2,650 was installed and salvaged over
$15,000 worth of clean mustard seed ('1, p.1123 and 15

52). Also in 1932, research work at Oregon State College,
Corvallis, Oregon, showed that ergot could be removed from

bontgrase by electrostatic means (33, pp.18-19).
Another instance where electrostatic separation was

used to advantage over conventional cleaning methods was

in the removal of chaff from cocoa nibs. The common prac-

tice was to roast the cocoa beans, crack them open, and.
separate the shells and bark from the cocoa nibs by using
a vibrating table with an air blast. This method produced

about 80 per cent recovery of clean cocoa nibs. The elec-

trostatic separator used wee able to recover approximately
800 pound8 more cocoa nibs per .1 t-bour shift that would
have otherwise b*en wasted (7, p.1125 end 27, pp.111-112).

In 1938 a United States patent was granted to John S.



Robertson on an electrostatic separator capable of remov-
lug drake seed from oats. This machine was onatruoted in

such a manner that the drake seed, being longer than tbs
oats, was eleotro-oriented by the electrostatic field.
This caused the drake s.ed to stand on end and pass
through openings of a screen while the oats remained flat
(28). Bartlett, in 1939, patented an electrostatic sepa-
rator with which 1.at and stem material could b. removed

from raisins. This machine was also capable of separating

water cress seed from unmilled rice and of separating the
meat of the nut from ths shell material on shelled nuts
such as almonds (5, p.2).

Electrostatic separators have been used successfully
to remove sheep sorrel and curly dock from clover accord-

ing to Sutton (11, p.604). The most recent application
of electrostatic separators has been made by tha Quaker

Oats Company. Andrews reported in 1952 that electrostatic
separators were being used in five of tae Quaker Oats
plants. These separators are being used to remove coutem-

ination from corn, prior to milling, whloh cannot be re-
moved by dimensional or air methods (2, pp.163-164). In

1955 Ake reported on a new electrostatic separator devsl-
oped by the Mechanical Research Department of the Quaker

Oats Company. This machine is characterized by only on.
moving part, that being an agitator in the feed hopper.
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This machine is also used for the purification of con
b.fore it ii milled. s stated that never les. than
95 per oent purity Is obtained in the cleaned product and
that 99 and 100 per cent punitie. are oomon (1, pp.26-
28).

Z]ectrostatio separation is by no means a cure-all.
This i. evidenced by its relatIvely slow 4evelosnt.
However, under certain conditions and for specific clean-
ing and separating Jobs, electrostatic separation appears
to offer the only solution to the cleaning problems.



DESCRIPTION 07 ELECTBO8T1flC SZPARA ION PRO

Electrostatic separation has been successfully used
to separate heterogeneous mixtures of different solid.,
mixtures of different sizes of the same solid, and mix-
tures of different shapes of the usa. solid (27, p.2).
This investigation was concerned primarily with separating

seed mixtures made up of seeds of approximately the seas
size, shape, weight, and surface t.xturs. It the proper-

ties of one seed in a mixture were very much different

from similar properties of another seed in the same mi7-

ture, a separation problem would probably not exist and

the mixture could be separated by conventional nsthoda.

This does not detract from the usefulness of the leotro-

static separation processes but is presented only as a

mean. of limiting the scop. of this investigation.
Electrostatic sizing.and grading have not been included.

Electrostatic separation has received its widest

application in the mining industry. A considerable amount

of research on electrostatic separation has been aarred
out by various individuals in the mining industry and by

the Bureau of Mines at its College Park, Maryland, sta-

tion. The great majority of the published work on elec-

trostatic. separation dial. primarily with separating mix-

tures of mineral.. Only a few sketchy reports on the
application of electrostatic separation to the cleaning



of a 1 culture. ct iave been published. Qonse-

quently, an attempt was made to adapt the results of the
research on mineral separations to the separation of mix-

uree of field crop seeds.
Conventional seed cleaning equiaent askee separa-

tions on the basis of physical differences between thi
seeds suob as size, weight, shape, and surface texture.
Electrostatic separation, on the other band, is iade on
the basic of different properties or characteristics such
as slectrical conductivity, contact potential, and di.lec-
trio constant. Uoctrostatio ssparatos zist that uti-
lize on. or sore of the above properties. aowever, elec-

trical onductivity and oontaet potential are the proper-
ties most commonly ussd in making electrostatic sepera-

tions (U, p.605).
Electrical conductivity is a cue of the duet-

Lug ability of a material. All materials conduct C

tricity to se extent, but some materials have a
deal more conducting abLlity than others. Materials Sr.

usually olaseif iii into two general, categories am far as
their electrical properties an, concerned. M4tenia.ls

having high conduotivitie. are oomouly called conductors.

Thom. of low conductivity are called insulators. Th

renge of electrical oonductivlties for various material.
is quite large. Metals are usually much bett.r conductors



of electricity than non-metallio materials. Silver,
for example, has an electrical conductivity approximately
1025 tImes larger than that of mica. Tb. variation of
oonduetiviti.s of different materials Is attributet to
the rate at which the electric charges on * particle move
when under the influsnee of en electric field. Conductors

then, are those aterials which permit electric charges to
move with the isast amount of interference (4, p.22).

Contact potential. is that phenomenon which occurs

when two dissimilar materials ar. brought Into intimate
contact with each other and then separated. An example

of this would be sliding a mixture of particles down on
inclined plane. The bumping and rubbing together of the

particles cause an electron exchange to occur between the

dissimilar materials in the mixture. The particles that
give up electrons the more easily will become positively
charged with respect to the rest of the particles in the
mixture (10, pp.4-s).

Dielectric and Insulator are tsrius that are often-
tines used synenomously. The dielectric constant of a
material is the ratio of the electric flux density and
the electric field strength or intensity. Both flux den-

sity end field intensity are directly proportional to the
tree charges in the field. Jield intensity I.e dependent
upon the matarial or msdi under consideration while flux



whence the electric charges are taken.
are suspended in en ionized gas, both conductors and non

conductors will receive a surface charge. Tb.. length of

time the electric charges remain on the surfaces of the
particles is related to the respective conductivities of
the particles. If th. particles are ia contact with a
conducting surface, only the nonoonduotore will be charged.

While the conductors have the eme opportunity to be

charged as the nonconductors, the charge ill readily leak
off the conducting particles and the net charging effect
will be zero. Charging by pyroelectrie polarization is
accomplIshed when the particles undergo a change in

density is independent of the matrial. An tx

field which lies entirely in one medium hav 10-

ular dielectric constant may be changed or distorted from
its noal shape by the introduction of partial.. having
different di.leotrlo constants (4, pp.26-28,

The amount of electric charge on particle may

changed by any one of several methods. The method of

charging by contact potential bee already ben discussed.

Other methods of producing an electric ohar on a par-

tide are by induction, by passing the particles through
an ionized gas, by pyroeleetrl.o polarization, and b
photoelectric action. Induction requires that the par-
tio]es be in the iedtats vioinity of a charged body from

tides



rature. During thermal ehsnge, oae materials be

d as a result of the strains which may be sst
up during heating and cooling. Charging by this method,

of Course, would Certainly not be applicable to charging
the seeds in a mixture. Photoelsetrio action changes the

charge on particles of certain materials which are capable
of emitting .leetrons when exposed to radiations of the
proper frequency (4, pp.23-24 and U, pp.$Ql-O2). Tar

seed separation purposes, it appears that charging by
friction or contact potential, induction, or with an
Ized gas offer the bøet possibilities.

The principles of electrostatic separation have been
enumerated by Trans and Ralston. h.n an sl.otr'icolly
charged partl*le is caused to pass through an slistria
field, certain forces act on the particle. Zisetrostatia
separation is dependent upon these forose to deflect some

of the particles from their normal paths of travel in

order to effect a .eparatioa. Sush a dsflestio* cannot

occur unless ther. exists sither a dLft$Z'SUGe of slo-
trical charges emong the particles or a difference between

the dielectric constants of the particles and the surround-

ing aediva. The leøtrioal charges may differ .ither in

sign or degree of intensity. The charged particles obey

Coulomb's law of electrostatics in that charged particles

tend to move toward an electrode of opposite charge. The
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deflecting forces alwrys act in such a manner that result-
ing notion causes a maximum deoz'aaee in the total energy

of the system. Force. caused by an initial charge on the
particle act in a direction parallel to the fi..ld, while
the forces resulting from difference. in dielectric con-
stant act parallel to the direction of maximum variation
of field strength or field intensity. The direction in
which forces act on initially charged particles changes
if the polarities of the electrodes ars changed. This is
not true, however, in the case of forces resulting from
differences in dielectric constants. These forces are

unidireotional. Therefore, alternating current night be
applicable for separators using only differences in di-
electric constants to make a separation. An electrically
charged particle also has en electric field of its Own.
It such a particle ii brought into the violnity of an un-
charged surface, forces resulting from the field of the
particle may be exerted. Attraction or repulsion of the
particle to the uncharged aurtaoe is determined by the
dielectric constants of the particle, of the uncharged
surface, and or the surrounding medium. It the dielectric
constant of the surface is higher than the dielectric
constant of the medium surrounding the two, a charged

particle vii]. be attracted to the surface. On the other

hand, if the diolsotri.o constant of the medium



i. higher than that of the surface, repulsion of the

positively charged particle will result (1]., pp.600-801).

Electrostatic separation of mixtures of solids makes

use of properties auoh as elsotx'ioa]. conductivity, contact

potential, and dielectric constant. For best results,

these properties must be utilized in the proper manner.

An ionic or discharging field produces the best results

when utilizing the electrical conduotivities of the par-

ticles to make a separation. Contact potential, on the

other hand, requires a purely static field for best re-

sults, The particle response in both types of fields may

be influenced by the dielectric constants of the particles

and the surrounding med1a (12, p.1). Even though the

above propertles are used to the best advantage, a clean

separation may not result. There is a certain amount of

interference between the particles in a falling stream

which may prevent a particle from following its normal

trajectory through space (31, pp.227-278). For example,

suppose a weed seed had a charge opposite to that of the

electrode. This seed would ordinarily be attracted to-

ward thi electrode. It, however, this weed seed collided

with another seed, its flight path might be altered to the

extent that j.t would fall into the clean seed traction in-

stead of into the rejeot fraction. This may, In part, be

attributed to particle interference.



All. naterials do not present the sane problens in
sisotrostatlo separator operations. Separation of seeds

end other agricultural products presents problems umsoanon

to mineral separat ions and nay require separators of dif
fsrsnt design in order to obtain satisfactory results.
The eleotrostatto bebator of seeds Is att.ot.d by size
end shsp., physical onditton, moistur. content, dgree of
maturity, and changes in the seeds that may occur during
storage (16, p.41).



ON OP ZLETRO8?ATXG SIPBATO*

trostatic separator used in this investiga-

Ian consisted pri*artly of a teed hopper with incorpo.

rated teed mechanism, a feed but, a beam-type elsetrode,

tio ad3ustable splitters or dividers, and a power unit

capable of developing a maxiaii output of 25,000 volts d.c.

(S*e Pigurs. 1, 2, 21, and 22.) When the separator was in

operation, seed was placed in the feed boppar and was ted

onto the tied belt by the feed mechanism. The moving fled

belt carried the seed through the leotrostatio field are-

ated by the energized electrode. After leaving the feed

but, the flight paths of the seeds were influenced by the

forces in the electrostatic ft.ld end the force of gravity.

By positioning the dividers in the proper location, par-

tione of the seed distribution could be split oft or

divided as desired.

A nmber of teed hoppers and teed mechanisms were

ted before finding a combination that would consistent-

ly produae a reasonably uniform feed. The shortcoming of

most of the teed hoppers tested was that grass seda

tended to bridge over the feed hopper opening and not teed

out. Several types of agItators wer. used in the feed

hopper, but most of them proved to be ineffective. A

positive typ. teed mechanism in the form of a fluted roll



Figure 1

Front view of the eleotrost8tic seprtor.

Figure 2

Resr view of the electrostatic separator.

20



produced the best feeding results. (S.. Pigure 3.) ThS

fluted teed roll offered, in addition to vely unt-

form teed, a self-cleaning quality 'whloh facilitated t.st

lug several seed Lots in suosesslon without the hazard of

contaminating one seed lot with seed from a previous lot.

No difficulty was encountered In feeding clover. and other

legumes onto the teed belt.

Thc teed belt on this machine was of the endless type

and made of a conducting rubber compound. hake graphite

particles mixed with the molten rubber gav, the belt its

conducting properties. The belt was manufactured by the

Griffith Rubber kills of Portland, Oren. Peed belts of

other materials were also tested. Cloth belts proved un-

satisfactory because of the inherent fuzzy ohazaotez'iatiGs

which tended to catch and hold some of the smaller grass

eee18. This made it impossIble to determine whether the

seeds were sticking to the belt as a result of an electric

charge or because of the surface finish of the belt mate-

rial. A leather belt made of fine-grained .lf skin also

proved unsatisfactory. Although this belt bad a smooth

enough surface so that sleds would not stick to it, the

static charge that would build up on the eurfase of the

belt made separation. Impossible. Thus, the poor oonduot-

Ing properties of the leather belt led to the investiga-

ton of the conducting rubber compound as a belt material.



Figure 3

31rd's-eye view of the feed belt, teed
hopper, end besm-type electrode. Note
the reletively uniform rate of feed ob-
teined using the fluted feed roll. The
crop seed used in this illustration is
alta fescue.



any experimenting indicated that for the particular
separator design being used, the teed belt had to bs a
conductor of electricity. As the seeds passed through

the electrostatic field in the vtointty of the energized
electrode, a obenge in the electric charge on the seed
could result. It the seed had a surface charge of the
same polarity as the feed belt, the seed would be repelled
by the belt. On the other band, it the seed bad a charge
Of opposite polarity to that of the feed belt, the seed
would b attracted to the feed belt. Neglecting gravity,

this seed would remain in contact with the belt until the
surface charge could leek oft into the air or until the
charge could redistribute it.lt over the surface of th
seed and be discharged through the teed belt. It the belt
is of a nonconducting material, the changed seeds must be
scraped or wiped off the belt by some means, either me-
chanical or electrical. Even though the feed belt was a

oonduotor, the seeds sometimes had to be wiped oft the

belt because of the time required for the surface charge
on the 3eed to redistribute itself. In this investiga-
tion, a mechanical scraper In the form of a wooden block

was used to clean the belt.
The electrode used in the machine was patterned after

an electrode used on some of the coirOial mineral sepa-
rators. It is referred to as a beamtype electrode



because of the oharactsriatic a otric field pattern which
iy be obtained (8, p.3). This electrode consisted of a

0.78 inch diameter alumlnn tube and a 0.012 inch diameter
tungsten wire mounted adjacent and parallel to the axis of

ths tube. (Bee ligure 5.) The wire was in electrical arid

mechanical contact with the tube. This type of electrode

has a great deal of versatility. Dff.rent positions of
the fine wire with respect to the feed roll produced dif-
ferent types of electric fields when the electrode was
energized. Three different electrode positions, obtained
by rotating the electrode about the longitudinal axle of
the aluminum tube, were used. These electrode positions

produced a static or non-discharging field, a discharging
field, and a combination of both the discharging end non-
discharging fields. Each type of field produced its own

effect on the seeds as they were transported through the

field.
The static or ndieoherging field produced what is

termed by the minerals industry as a "lifting" effect.
In this type of field, the seeds having a particular
charge were attracted to an electrode having an opposite
charge end repelled frori an electrode having the same

charge. This lifting or attracting effect was obtained
by rotating the electrode about the axis of the aluminum
tube until tb. 0.012 inch dlemetsr wire was in the
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Poe on shown in Figure 4. The g.neral seed distribut
pattern obtained using the lifting eff
that shown in Figure 4. Seeds do not at to the tsed
belt when the lifting eftct is employed.

The discharging field produced a "pInning" effect
With the beam-type electrode, a discharging field was pro-
duced with the el.etrode positioned as shown in Figure 5.
When the electrode was energized, a corona discharge was

emitted from the fine wire. The seeds passing through

the field received a spray discharge of electricity from
the discharging wire. If the rate of feed was such that
the seeds were only one layer deep on the feed belt, all
of the seeds would have approximately the sea. amount of

surface area exposed to the discharging field and would.

receive approximately the sea. amount of electric charge.
The behavior of the seeds in the electric field after
receiving a surface charge of eleotrialty depends upon
the rate at which the surface obergi is removed from the
seeds. This rate of removal or dissipation is a function
of the conducting properties of th, seeds and of the sur-
rounding medium. The higher the onduotitty of the
seeds, the faster the rate of discharge. Seeds that are

poor oonduotora retain a surface charge longer than good

conductors. These seeds, because they have a surface

charge or th. same polarity a. the electrode, ar. repelled



Figure 4

Schematic illustration of the "liftiu"
effect. The cross-hatched area repre-
sents the general seed distribution pat-
tern obtained with the eleotrode posi-
tioned as shown.

Figure 5
Schematic illustration of the "pinning"
effect. The cr088-hatched area repre-
sents the general seed distribution pat-
tern obtained with the electrode posi-
tioned as shown.
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by the electrode and pinned to the feed belt. Seeds that
are relatively good conductors will not hold a eurfaoe
oharge long enough to be pinned to the reed belt and will
follow a flight path similar to that which they would
follow if there were no charging effeot at all (8, p.2).
The general shape of the seed distribution obtained when

using the pinning effect ii shown in Figure 5. Figures

and 7 show the electrostatic separator in operation and
the noticeable differences between the pinning and lifting
effects.

A combination pinning end lifting effect was obtained
by rotating the electrode to a position such that the
wire wee about midway between the lifting and pinning po-

sitions. When the electrode was energized, the seeds re-
ceived a spray discharge of electricity from the discharg-
ing wire end then passed through the lifting field of the
large diameter alumint tube.

The source of d.o. voltage for the electrostatic
separator consisted of a power unit and accompanying high

voltage unit taken from a North American Phillips Company

Model PA-aL DUO-VilE self-contained television projection

system. This ocmblned unit supplied d.c. voltages up to
25,000 volts. At 25,000 volts the rated current was 90
microamperes. However, under some operating conditions,

currents in excess of 200 mioroemperes were experienced.
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Figure 6

"Lifting" effect in a static or non-discharging electric
field. The crop seed .used in this illustration is site
fescue. Note that many of the seeds are attracted toward
the electrode.

Figure 7

"Pinning" effect in a discharging electric field. The
seed used in this illustration is alta fescue. Note
the difference between the pinning end lifting effects.
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The d.o. voltage applied to the electrode waa controlled
by varying the a.o. input voltage to the power unit. This

was done by means of an adjustable auto-tran.foz'er.



SEED SAMPLES U4' FOR TESTING PURPO

quantities of the various crop seeds to be used in

the testing program were obtained from commercial seed

dealers. An effort was a.ad.e to obtain seed lots of as

high purity as practicable. Very few difficulties were

encountered in obtaining relatively pure lots of the field

crop seeds. However, weed seeds had to be hand pioked

from screenings which would ordinarily be discarded by

the commercial seed dealer. Purity analyses and germina-

tion tests on all of the seed lots used were conducted by

the Cooperative Seed Laboratory, Oregon State College,

Corvallis, Oregon. Results of the purity analyses are
shown in Table IV.

Storage of Seed Samples

The seed samples were stored in a room in which the

temperature and hinidity were thermostatically controlled.
Figure 8 shows the room conditioning equipment used to

obtain the desired air conditions in the seed storage

room. Such storage faoilitated controlling the moisture
content of the seed by varying the temperature and humid-

ity in the room. The particular temperature and humidity

conditions under which the various phases of the testing

program were conducted ware selected primarily because

they could be easily maintained with the equipment

30



Figure 8

Room conditioning equipment. This equipment was used
to obtain the desired temperature arid humidity condi-
tions during the testing program. Heat wes added to
the incoming air by thermostatically controlled elec-
tric heating elements. Automatic controls opereted a
steam injection valve to maintain a constant wet bulb
temperature. The conditioner was equipped with a
blower to circulate the air in the room.

31
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available. The room conditioning quinent had no pro-
visions for cooling the incoming air. Therefore, condi-

tions had to be selected which could be maintained by
adding heat and moisture to the incoming air.

The portions of the seed samples which were actually
used in the testing program were stored in shallow pans
as shown in Figure 9. The shallow pens permitted a large
amount or seed to be directly exposed to the atmosphere.
This was desirable sine. the moisture content of the seed
was varied by changing the moisture content of the air.
By having a large amount of seed surface area exposed to
the atmosphere, the moisture pick up or the moisture re-
duatlon of the seed, as the case might be, occurred more
rapidly and more uniformly than if the seed were stored
in deep containers with only a relatively small amount of
surface area exposed.

Preparation of Seed Samples for Testin4

In all tests, seed samples having approximately one
per cent contamination were used.. The percentage of con-

tamination i based on the total sample weight which in-
oludes the crop seed to be cleaned and any contamination

contained therein. Per cent contamination, then, is the
quotient of the weight of contamination divided by the
total sample weight. This method of computing



Figure 9

Christian Becker analytical balance. Components of syn-
thetic seed mixtures and the moisture determination sam-
ples were weighed on this balance. The shallow, seed
storage pans may be seen on the shelf behind the balance.
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Figure 10

American Instrument company electric oven. Seed samples
that were used in seed moisture content determinations were
dried in this thermostatically controlled oven.



percentage of contamination of seed lots is that pre-
saribed by the Coopei'ative Seed Laboratory, Oregon State

College, Corvallis, 0re:'n.
The samples used in the testing program were pre-

pared in the following manner. A].]. samples for a partic-.

ular moisture condition were prepared immediately before
the time of testing. A pure seed lot which had been

stored in shallow pans in a room having a controlled at-
mosphere was thoroighly mixed to minimize the effect of

any seed moisture content gradient which may have existed

between seeds in the top layer and the seeds in the bottom
layer of a particular pan. Samples of the crop seed of

approximately 49.8 grams ere weighed out on a Christian
Becker analytical balance. (See Figure 9.) Samples of

the contaminant seed of approxImately 0.5 grams were

weighed out on the same balance. A synthetic mixture of
approximately one per cent contamination and weighing

approximately 50 grams wa then made by mixing one 49 5-

gram lot of crop seed with a 0.5-gram quantity' of con-
taminant seed. Three replications for each seed mixture
were prepared for eaob of the three seed moisture condi-
tions at which tests were conducted.

Seed moisture samples were prepared iediately aftsr
the synthetic mixtures were prepared and just prior to the
beginning of the testing for that partioular moisture



condition. Moisture samples of each seed being tested

ranging from three to 10 grams in weight, depending on

the particular seed, were weighed out on the Christian
Becker analytical balance. These ewaplee were then oven

dried at 105 degrees centigrade for 24 hours. (See J'igure

10.) The samples were then re-weighed to determine the

weight loss during drying. The moisture content of the
seed at the time of testing was calculated by dividing
the weight loss which occurred during the drying by the
weight of the bone-dry matter in the sample. This method

of computing the moisture content is ooaiuonly referred to
as the dry-basis method (13, p.274). Two replications

were used for each moisture content determination.



TSTINGP

The object of testing the electrostatic seed pa-

rater was to determine wha seed mixtures could be sepa-
rated by the electrostatic separation process. A søed

mixture is construed to mean a quantity of seed consist-
ing of a crop seed which is to be recovered and the con-
taminating material contained thereIn which is to be re-
moved. The contaminating material Is anything other than
the crop seed which Is to be cleaned and recovered. Exam-

pies of contaminating material in a seed mixture are other
crOp seeds, weed seeds, 8traw and chaff, and clods. In

testing the eleotro8tatlo seed separator, seed mixtures
were used in which the contaminant consisted only of

another crop seed or a weed seed. There are at least two
methods or testing procedures that may be used to deter-
mine wh8t seed mixtures may be separated by the electro-

static separation process. These two testing procedures

shall hereinafter be referred to as the "mixture method

and the pure-aeed" method. These methods were adapted

from testing procedures used for separating minerals (30,
p.371).

The mixture method consisted of putting a seed mix-

ture through the machine at a particular machine setting
and then analyzing the separates or fractions after each
run. A number of machine settings and fraction analyses
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were required to determine whioh machine setting offered

the best possibilitisa for separating a given seed mix-

ture. This method was used in the early stages of the
investigation but was abandoned because of the excessive

amounts of time and analytical work involved. In many

seed mixtures, the crop seed and the contaminating seed

are very similar in appearance. To the untrained eye,
these seeds are oftentimes indistinguishable. Therefore,
the services of a trained seed analyst must be employed

to carefully oheok the resulting seed fractions from each

pass over the machine. This method offered the advantage

of testing a seed mixture directly to determine its be-

havior in the electrostatic separator. owever, because

the services of a trained seed analyst were not always

available when needed and beosuse of the cost involved,

this method was superoeded by the pure-seed method of

testing.

The pure-seed method consisted of determining the be-

havior of pure seed lots at different machine aettngs.

Then a comparison of the results of test runs of two kinds

of seed was made to determine which machine settings

offered the beat possibilities for separating a mixture

containing those two seeds. In using this testing pro-

cedure, the assumption must be made that each kind o ssd

behaves in the same manner In the synthetic mixture as it

does when going through the machine in the pure stats.



The pure-seed method or testing had the advantage of not
requiring any analytical work in the preliminary testing
phases. Analyses of the seed fractions were required
only when two kinds of seed were combined in a synthetic
mixture. The pure-seed method was an indirect method,

and some accuracy may have been sacrificed because of the

assumptions which necessarily bad. to be made.

Twenty-five different machine settings were used in
processing each of the pure seed samples. The arrangement

of the equipment used in the preliminary testing program

is shown in Figure 11. In the preliminary testing of the
pure seed samples, two 20-gram samples were used. aoh

of the two samples for the severe], kinds of seed were

tested in th. following manner. For identification pur-
poses, the samples were labelled sample A and sample B.

Sample A was passed through the machine at a particular

machine setting, and the dividers were adjusted to such
a position that the sample of pure seed was divided in
half. The half end halt divisions of the 20-gram samples
were determined by weighing the quantities of seed col-

lected in the three seed pans. The divider setting is
shown schematically as position 1 in Figure 12. The

divider settings which included 95 per cent of the seed
sample were also determined. These latter divider
settings were necessary to define the limits of the



Figure 11

Arrangement of equipment for prellininery testing program.
The pure-seed method of determining the optimum machine
settings for e prticuler seperation required a large
number of weighing operations. The Toledo direct-reading
balance shown on the work bench to the left of the alec-
trostatic separator greatly fecil1tted making the neces-
sary weight determinations of the seed colleoted in the
seed pans.
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Figure 12

Schematic illustration of the three divider
positions determined for each pure seed lot.
PositIon 1 represents the divider setting that
will split the seed lot in half. Positions 2
and 3 represent the divider settings that will
permit 95 per cent of the seed sample to tall
between the two divider positions.
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distribution of the seed after it passsd through the
electrostatic field. The 95 per cent figure ws seleotsd
on the basis of experimentation. For come crop seeds it
was found that at certain maehne settings the dividers
oould not be adjusted to include 100 per cent of the cam-
pie. In nearly every instance, however, a divider setting
which would exclude 2.5 per cent of the sample on either

side of the distribution could be obtained. These divider

settings are denoted as positions 2 end 3 in Figure 12.
After these three divider settings had been determined for'
each of the twenty-five machine settings used, the second
20-gram sample, sample B, was used to verify the settings

determined using sample A.

A comparison of' the divider positions for the twenty-
five machine settings for a crop seed and the divider po-
sitions for corresponding machine settings for a weed seed.

was made. Machine settings that yielded the greatest dif-
ference between the 50 per cent points for the two kinds
of seed. were selected as offering the best possibilities
for making a separation. The ideal condition for making

a separation is shown in Figure 13 where the distributions
of the two components of the mixture are completely sepa-

ratsd from each other. However, in actual practice, there
was an overlapping of the distributions similar to that

shown in Figure 14. This necessitated making a comparison



Figure 13

Ideal seed distributions for making a
separation. in such a case, a mixture
can be separated into its components
by piecing the divider in the position
shown.

Figure 14

Superposition of the distributions of
two kinds ot seed. The overlapping of
the seed distributions makes separation
of the components of the mixture more
difficult than in the case illustrated
in Figure 13.
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or the outer limits of the two seed distributions to
determine what divider position to use for separating the
two kinds of seed it they were in a mixture. Again, Fig-

ure 14 is more or less en ideal case where a clean .d

traction would fall to the l.tt of divider positIon I end
a clean traction of the second seed in the mixture would
fall to the right of divider position 2 with a mixture of
the two kinds of seed falling bitween the two divider po-
sitions. Usually, it was possible to obtain only one
relatively clean ed traction because of the extensive
overipping of the distributions of the two seeds. The

macbie settings thus selected using the pure-seed method
were thor checked by running a 100-gram sample of pure

seed brough the machine. The procedure outlined above

was filowed in selecting machine settings with which to
attemt a separation for each seed mixture tested.

be final phase of the testing program consisted of
runni g synthetic seed mixtures of approximately one per
cent ontamination through the machine. Three replicates

of eah seed mixture were t.sted.. These tests were con-

ducte in the following manner. The seed sample for the

first replicate was run through the machine wltb the elec-
trode in the pinning position end energized with 20,000
volts This preliminary treatment was required to mini-
mize be effect of initial charging wbioh was apparently
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present in some seeds. The machine was then set at the
optim* electrode voltage, electrode position, and divider
setting as determined by the preliminary testing described
above The seed sample was then run through the, machine.

Upon completion of the first pass through the machine, two
fractions or separates resulted. One of these fractions
was placed in an envelope, marked with the proper identi-

fication, and set aside to be sent to the Cooperative Seed
Laboratory at a later time for analysis. The remaining

fraction was then ie-run. Again, two fractions resulted.
One fraction was placed In an envelope and the other re-
run. This procedure was followed for five passes. The

seed still remaining after five passes was also placed in
an envelope and set aside for analysis. After five passes
the original sample of approximately 50 grams had been

divided into a total of six fractions, all of which were
analyzed by the CooperatIve Seed Laboratory. aoh of the
replicates for the four seed mixtures tested were handled
in a similar manner.

All tete were conducted in the seed storage room.
Temperature end hidity oonditions in the room during
aotual testing were the same those maintained for

oondl.tioning the seeds to the various moisture contents.
This precautionary measure was taken to minimize any

changes in the seed moisture contents during a test.



The optimum machine settings for making a separation

with the seed mixture at moisture condition A were de

mined by the preliminary testing program using the pure-
seed method1 The machine settings used were (a) the ole
trod. in the pinning position and energized with 22,500
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RESULTS OP ELECTROSTAIC ION TESTS

A list of some of the seed mixtures which the seeds-
men consider difficult to separate wa compiled from the

returns of the seed cleaning questionnaires. This lIst
of seed mixtures is shown in Table III. Foui' seed mixtures

were selected from this list and were tested in the manner
described under Testing Procedure. The seed mixtures used

were (a) alta fescue and bachelor's button, (b) common ry.-
grass and bachelor's button, (a) perennial ryegrass and
bachelor's button, end (d) red clover and alfalfa. ?igure

15 shows a comparison of the sizes and shapes of these
seeds. Selection of these particular seed mixtures was
based partly on the importance of the crop aeds from the
standpoint of relative quantities produced and partly be-
cause of the ease with which the constituents of the mix-
tures could be distinguished from each other, The results
of the electrostatic separation tests for each seed mix-
ture will be discussed separately.

Se.aration of Alta toscue and Bachelor' a Buttoi
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Figure 15

Crop seed and weed seed components used in the synthetic
seed mixtures tested. The following seeds were used in
the testing program: (1) Alta Fescue, (2) Common Rye
grass, (3) Perennial Ryegrass, (4) Bachelor's Button,
(5) Red Clover, and (6) Alfalfa.
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Volta and (b) the divider set at 95 on the divider scale.
Those machine settings wer. used also for the separations
attempted with the alta fescue-bachelor's button mixtures
at moisture oonditione B and C. The tests conducted for
each of the moisture conditions were replicated three
times. Table V shows the dry-basis moisture Contents of

the alte fescue and th. beohelor's button for' moisture
eonditions A, B, and C. Test results for each replication
have been tabu].at.d and are shown in Table VI. The repli-
oation averages are presented as bar graphs in Figure 16.
For moisture condition A, the average contamination was

reduoed from 0.960 per cent to 0.183 per cent after one
pass through the machine and to 0.006 per cent after five
passes. The reduction of the contamination wa. also
accompanied by a reduction of the percentage of the orig-
inal sample that remained in the clean seed fraction after
any particular pass. In this ca.., 86.5 per cent of the
original sample remained after one pass. This was further
reduced to approximately 51.3 per Cent after five passes.

As was mentioned, the same machine settings were

used for the teats conducted at all three moisture condi-
tions. For the alta fescue-beohelor's button mixtures at
moisture condition B, the reduction of the contamination
was very small. The contamination was reduced from an

average of 1.018 per cent to 0.985 per o.nt after one pass



Figure 16

Separation of alta fescue end bachelor's button (next
page). Separations were attempted with the esed at each
of three moisture conditions. The dry-basis moisture
contents of the alta fescue were approximately 9.5 per
cent, 13.0 per cent, and 7.0 per cent for moietur con-
ditions A, B, and 0, respectively. Under the same stor-
age conditions, the bachelor's button had dry-basis mois-
ture contents of approximately 7.0 per sent, 8.4 per cent,
and 44 pr cent for moisture conditions A, B, and 0,
reepeotively. Eaob bar represents the average of thres
replications. The bars for pass 0 show the average eon-
temination of the samples before being passed through the
machine. The bare for passes 1 through 5 represent the
par cent of the original sample remaining in the clean
seed fractions and the percentage of contamination of the
clean seed fractions.
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and to 9.903 per cent after f live passes. Approximately

90 p.r cent of the original sample remained after five
pasese. The results of the teats for moisture oonditton
C were quite different from those for moisture condition
B Th. contamination was greatly reduced after one pass
and wee entirely eliminated from the clean seed fraction
after the third pass. However, the total amount of the

original samples remaining after three passes was lees
then seven per cent.

S. .aratl.on of Common a and Bachelor's Butto

The optia macbins settings for this separatiOn were
determined in the same manner as for the above separation.
All attempted separations of common ryegrase and bachelor' e

button were made using the aea machine settings. These

settings were (a) the electrode in the pinning position,
(b) the electrode energized with 22,500 volts, and (o) the
divider set at 95 on the divider scale. Table V shows the

dry-basis moisture contents for common ryegrass and bache-

lor's button at each of the three isturs conditions.
As in the case of the previous seed mixture, all teats
were replicated three times. Separation results for each
replication are shown in Table VII. 7igure 1? shows the

averages for the replications. At moIsture condition A,

the contamination was reduced from slightly more then one

50



Pigure 1?

Separation of oomn ryegraas and bachelor' s button (n.xt
page). The dry-beets moisture contents of the oan rye-
grass wire approximately 9.5 p.r aint, 12.9 per cent, and
67 per cent for moisture conditions A, B, and C, resp.c-tivly. The dry-basis moisture oontents of the bachelor's
button were approximately 7.0 per cent, 8.4 per cent, and
4.4 psr cent at the thres moisture conditions. M mois-
ture ondltion C, the tests vex. stopped after two passes
besause of the relatively mall amounts of the original
samples remaining in the clean seed fractions. The rate
at which the electric charges on the seeds were dissipated
was too slow to permit a separation on the electrostatic
separator uced in this investigation. Zaeh of the bars
represents the average teat results of three replicates.
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pr cent to 0.137 per oent with 79.3 par cent of the

original sample remaining after one pass. No oontamins-

tion remained after four passes, but only 14.2 per cent of

the original sample remained. Moisture oond: Lon B re

suited in very little reduction in either contamination or

amount of the original sample remainIng. The contamina-

tion was reduced to slightly less than 0.3 per Gent after

one pass with the seed mixtures at moisture condition 0.

The tests at moisture condition C were discontinued after

the completion of the second pass beeause the total
amounts of the original samples remaining were lee. than

three per cent and were of an impractical size to pass

through the machine.

Se.aration of Perennial Re: ass

The machine settings used for the separation of p.r

ennial ryegraas and bachelor's button ware (a) the elec-

trode in the combination lifting and ptnntugpOsitiofl,

(b) the electrode energized with 25,000 volts, and (o) the

divider set at 130 on the divider scale. The se machins

settings were used for all attempted separations of this

mixture. The dry-basis moisture contents for the seed

mixture constituents used for testing at each moisture

condition are shown In Table V. Test result. for the

three replications of the perennIal ryegrass-baobelor



button separat lone shown in Table VIII and the aver-
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ages of the tests are presented in Figure The per-

centages of the original sample in the clean seed fraction
are eulative percentages for the tests conducted at
moisture condition A. In these tests, & portion of r
tiv.ly clean seed was removed from the mixture each time

the sample was passed through the machine Thus, after
five passes, approximately 63.0 p.r cent of the original
sample had been reclaimed and this quantity of s.ed con-

tained 0.261 pci' oent contamination. For tests conducted

at moisture conditions B end C, the proentages Of con-
tamination and of original sample remaining arc no t oinu-
lative. The contamination was reduced from 1.026 per cent

to 0.859 per cent after one pass and to 0.408 per Con
after five passes when the seed mixtur. was at moistur
condition B. The amount of the original sample remaining

in the clean seed fraction was reduoed to 81.9 p.r cent
and 35.5 per cent after one and five passes, respectively
At moisture condition C, practically all of the seed mix-
ture was pinned to the feed belt making a separation of
any kind impossible. The tests at moisture condition C
were halted after the first pass.
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ligure 18
Separation of perennial. ryegrass and bachelor's button
(next page). The dry-basis noieture contents of the per-
ennial ryease were approximat.ly 9.1 p.r cent at wois-
ture condition A, 12.9 per cent at moistur. condition B,
and 6.9 per cent at moisture condition C. The bachelor'.
button had moisture contents of approximately 7.0 P12
cent, 8.4 per cent, and 4.4 per cent at the three moisture
conditions. The bars representing the test results at
moisture condition A indicate cumulative percentages. The
tests were stopped atter only one pass at moisture condi-
tion C because practically all of the seeds were pinned to
the feed belt aaking a separation impossible. (aoh bar'
represents the average of three replications.
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Separations of the red clover-alfalfa mixtures were
attempted with the following machine settings. The elec-

trode was in the pinning position and energized with 15,000
volts. The divider was Bet at 140 on the divider scale.
These machine settings war. determined using the pure-seed

method, Table V shows the dry-basis moisture contents for
the red clover end the alfalfa at each of the three mois-
ture conditions. Table II and Figure 19 show the test re-
sults for each replication end for the averages of the
replications respectively. The percentage figures shown

are cumulative for moisture conditions A end C. Only 19.8

per oeut of the original samples were reclaimed after five
passes when the separations wer. attempted at moisture
condition A and this amount contained 0.806 p.r cent con-

tamination. Using the same machine settings for moisture

condItion B, a reduction of the contamination from 0.969
per cent to 0.932 per cent after one pass resulted. The

contamination was further reduced to 0.668 per cent after
five passes. Approximately 84.2 per cent of the original
sempie remained in the clean seed fraction after the first
pass, and after the fifth pass 53.4 per cent remained.
At moisture condition C, slightly more seed was reclaimed
after five passes than was reclaimed at moisture condition
A. The percentage of contamination after five passes was

5,

Searation of Red C: nd Alfalfa
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Separation of red clover end alfalfa (next page). The
dry-basis moisture oontents of the red clover were approx-
intately 7.7 per cent, 9.8 per cent, end 6.2 per cent for
moisture conditions A, B, and C, respectively. Under the
same storage conditions, the alfalfa had moisture contents
of approximately 6.4 per cent, 8.0 per cent, and 5.9 per
cent. The bare representing the test results at moisture
conditions A and C Indicate oulative psroentagoa. Each
bar represents the average of three repileations.
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a10 very siii1az' to the conteminat ion rematning in
clean eeed fraction of the aoisture condition A tests.
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01 IIGH VOLTAGE ON GEBMINATION

One of the objectives of this investigation was to
determine what effect the exposure to high voltage might
have on the germination of seeds. An extended testing
program was carried out on common ryegraea. It was hoped
that the results of this testing program would answer

several questions. First, is the germination of common
r'yegrase rtfected it the seeds wve been exposed to high
voltages? Second, it the answer to the first question Is
affirmative, Is there a particular voltage or voltage
range where the effects on germination are more pronounced?

Third, If the germination Is afteoted by exposure to high
voltage, is the effect apparent immediately after treat-
ment or does a period of time elapse before the effect be-
comes noticeable?

The testing program to determine the effects of ox-

posure to high voltage on the tion of common rye-

grass was conducted in the following manner. A quantity

of common ryegrass seed was divided into eight portions,
one for each of the eight voltage treatments used. These

eight portions of ased were then put through the electro-
static separator with a different voltage treatment being
used for each seed lot. The voltages to which the differ
ent seed lots were exposed were 0, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000,



17,500, 20,000, 22,500, and 25,000 volts. The rate of
feed, the feed belt speed, and the electrode position were

the same for each voltage treatient. Upon completion of

the voltage treatments, each of the eight seed lots were

divided into 24 parts. gach part was placed in an envelope

which was labelled with the proper identifloation as to
voltage treatment. Thre. envelopes or samples of seed
ware then randomly selected from each of the eight voltage
treatments and plaeed in a large envelope. A total of
eight large envelopes was thus tilled with seed samples
constituting three replications of each of the eight volt-
age treatments used. One envelop, was sent immediately to

the Cooperative Seed Laboratory for germination tests. At

intervals of approximately one month, thereafter, an enve-
lope containing 24 seed samples was sent to the Coopera-

tive Seed Laboratory for germination teats. Because of

the limited capacity of the germination testing equi.
available at the Cooperative Seed Laboratory, it was not
always possible to have the germination tests started on
the same day each month. This resulted in UneQual time
intervals between the germination tests.

The germination tests were oonduotsd as a randomized

block experiment with eight voltage triatments and seven
date replications. Data obtained from the germination

tests az'e shown in Table I. At the one per cent



significance level, the analysis showed that rmination of
000n ryegrase was not affected by the voltag treatment..
The statistics], analysis i shown in Table XI. The expert-

mental design did not permit the study or the fteete on
germination caused by the length of time elapsing between

voltage treatment. and the start of the germination tests.
Iowsver, the date replication averages in Table X do not

indicate any consistent trend of increase or decrease in
the germination resulting from the tim. interval.

A much less elaborate test was oonduotsd on several
other kinds or seed to determine it the exposure to high
voltages affected the germination. Table XII shows the

various seeds tested end the germination test results be-
fore and after the voltage treatment.. These seed samples
were used in the preliminary testing program. Zach of the
samples was passed through the machlns 50 or more times

and was exposed to voltages varying from 0 to 250O0 volts.
A statistical analysis of the data in Table XII was con-

ducted to determine it the germination was affected by the
voltage treatments. An analysis of variance paired com-

parison test indicated that at the one per cent signifi-
cance level the meroue exposines to high voltage bad no
effect on the germination of various seeds tested.



OONOL1JSIOE

A seed separation ox seed o]saning process consists
of ramoving contaminating material froa a quantity of a
crop seed. The contamination may be in various forms such
as weed seeds, clods, straw, chaff, animal exoreta, or
other crop seeds. The ideal separation process would be
on. in which all forms of oontsmj.natjon were removed with

no resulting loss of the crop aced which is being cleaned.
Because the ideal is seldom attained, certain limits or
permissible tolerances of seed lot contamination must
neoeesarily be established. These limits or tolex'anos
are dictated by state and federal sled laws and vary from
crop to crop. Prom a practical standpoint thin, a seed
separation may be considered successful if the original
contamination ha. bsen reduced to wjthin the permissible

contamination tolerances which have bean established.

For this investigation, the maximum permissible contamin

tion for a successful separation was arbitrarily set at
0.50 per cent. This ooiuoides with the contamination
limits for the "certified seed' classification fox most
of the grasses and leges grown in Oregon (23, pp.6-26

The separations of bachelor's button from alta fescue,
oomn ryegrass, and perennial ryegraea at moisture condi-
tion A are considered sucoesaful separations. In each

case, the contamination was reduced well below the 0.50



per Gent limit after only one pass through the mach:
The feasibility of these separations was further enhanced
by the relatively large percentages of the original ei-
pies that remained in the clean seed fractions after one
pass through the machine The separation of red clover
and alfalfa at moisture condition A was not considered
successful, The reduction of the contamination was not

sufficient to allow the seed lots to meet the m1n1mi re-
quirementa for the grade of certified seed.

In an attempt to determine the effects of seed mois-
ture content on eparatjon, tests were conducted at mois-
ture condition B in which the dry-basis moisture contents
of the various seed mixtures ranged from approximately 1.5
to 4.0 per cent higher than at moisture condition A. (See

Table V.) The increased moisture content of the seeds
produøed a no tioeebls change in the rate at which the
seeds dissipated electric charges. In effect, the eon-
duotlylties of the seeds 'were increased and very few seeds
were pinned to the belt. Consequently, the distributions
of the seeds after leaving the feed belt were more con-

centrated than the seed distributions at moistur. condi-
tion A. These concentrated streams of falling seeds re-
sulted in increased difficulty in making any maceesaful
separations. No successful separations were mede for
either alta fescue and baohelor's button or common
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ryegra9s and bachelor's button at moisture condition B.
In both oases, after five passes the percentages of con-
tamination were practically the same as in the original
samples. The perennial ryegrass and bachelor' s button
mixtures had their contamination percentages reduced to
below 0.50 per cent after five passes. The separation of
red clover and alfalfa was not eucoesaful at moisture con-
dition B. Even after five passes, the clean seed frac-
tions still had more than 0.6 per cent contamination.

At moisture Condition C, the seed mixtures were from

1.5 to 3.0 per cent lower than at aoeture condition A.

(See Table V.) Again, a definite change in the rate at
which the seeds dissipated electric charges was observed.

In these tests, nearly all of the seeds were pinned to
the feed belt. Toz' some mixtures, such as common rysgraes
and bachelor's button or perennial ryegrass and bachelor's
button, practically the whole sample remained pinned to
the feed belt and had to be scraped of t the underside of
the feed belt by a wooden scraper. In these instances, it
was impossible to make any separation. The separation of
bachelor's button from alta fescue at moisture condition
o was successful from the standpoint of reducing the con-

tamination to within th. specified limits, but the per-
centage of the original sample remaining in the clean seed.
fraction was reduced to approximately one third alter



one pass through the machine. Rd clover and alfaLfa
mixtures produced separation results wheil tested at mois-
ture condition C that were quite similar to the results
obtained at moisture condition A. Even after five passes,
tha percentages or contamination were substantially higher
than the 050 per cent value which 1. the iaaximn contend-
nation allowed for the separation to be considered a sue-
Ossafu]. one. A stmry of successful and unsuccessful
separations at the various moisture conditions Is presented
in Table II.

It should be pointed out that though many of
attempted separations were unsuccessful at moisture condi-
tions B end C, it is not implied that separations of these
atxtuiss cannot be made under these conditions. The ma-

chine settings used for all of the tests 'were determined
using pure seed lots whose moisture contents corresponded
to moisture oondition A. The tests were purposely con-
ducted in this manner to determine the effects of moisture
content on the separations. It is possible that machine
settings oould be determined for each moisture condition
that would produce suooeesful separations.

The germination test results of common ryegraes ex-
posed to high voltage were not statistically significant.
Also, thsy were not significant from a practical stand-
point because of the variables involved which are not



Table II

SUMMARIZATION OF SEED SEPARATION RESULTS

Separation of
Moisture

Contamination reduced to.
O.O per cent or less

Condition After After
1 pass 5

Alta Fescue
and

Bachelor's Button

A
B
C

yes
no
yes

yea
no
yea

Common Ryegrees
and

Bachelor's Button

A
B
C

yes
no
yes

yes
no
yes

Perennial Ryegráss
and

Baohelor's Button

A
B
C

yes
no
no

yes
yea
no

Red Clover
and

Alfalfa

A
B
C

no
no
no

no
no
no



accounted for l.a the statistical analysis. The statl.sti

cal analysis is concerned only with the ftnai rsults of'
the germination teats. In practic., there ar. a nber of'
variables, such as temperature and btidity changes in the
gerainetor, that attest the final results of the germina-
tion teats. It is these variables that are not accounted
for in the statistical analysis. Therefore, greater tol
renesa are permitted in practice than would be permitted
on the basis of the statistical analysis alone. All Of

the germination percentages are well within the permitted
tolerances prescribed by the Association of Offtoial 8eed
Analysts (3, p.76).

No attempt was made to determin, the cleaning capac-
ity or cleaning rate of the electrostatic esparator since
the machine used in this investigation was not designed
for use as a oomaero&al separator. Macbin. aapa*ty, how-
ever, is only one of' the factors which must be considered
before the e].eotroatetio separation process can be recom-
mended as being economically teastble for commercial seed
separation purposes. Other factors which also must be
considered are the monetary value of the seeds being
cleaned end whether or not a satisfactory separation can
be made with conventional seed cleaning equipment. The

eleotrostatic separation process does appear to have po
aibilities for making seed separations that are impracti-
cable or impossible with conventional seed cleaning
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quinent. In this respect, the electrostatic separator
would probably be classed as a finishing machin in a seed
cleaning plant. The seed mixture to be cleaned might

first be processed on the conventional equaent and then
with the electrostatic separator as the final step in the
cleaning sequence.

of Conclusio:

Conventional seed cleaning equ1aent makes separa

tions on the basis of differences in size, shape, weight,
and surface obaracteristiosof the seeds in the mixture
to be cleaned. leotrostatio separators utilize dittorent
physical properties of the seeds to effect a separation.
The properties used by the electrostatic separator are
electrical conductivity, contact potential, and dielectric
constant. Therefore, the electrostatic separation process
may be used to make separations that are impracticable or
impossible with conventional seed cleaners.

Test results indloated that successful aeparations
of bachelor's button from alta fescue, common ryegraes,
and perennial ryegraes could b. made with the seeds at

moisture condition A. In each of these mixtures, the per-
centages of contamination were reduced well below the

arbitrarily set 0.50 per cent value after only on. pass
through the macbin.. Red clover and alfalfa were tomd



not to be separable mder the conditions tested. Teat

results further Indicated that the seed moisture content
has a definite effeet on the separations. The electrical
eonduotivitiee of the seeds increase as the moisture con-
tent increases. This resulted in an increase in the rate
at which seeds are capable of dissipating electric charges.
Likewise, a decrease in moIsture content causes a very
noticeable reduction In the rate at wbioh the seeds are
able to dissipate electric charges. xposure of the seeds

to high voltages aPparently bad mo effiot on the germina-
tion of the seeds tested. Results of the germination
tests of 000n ryeees conduoted at different tiae
intervals, ranging up to six months after exposure to high
voltages, show no practical differences In the germinatIon
of the seed.



TION8 FOR rmutE ST1DT

This Investigation did not by any means cover all of
th. phases of the .lsotroetatii separation of crop seed
mixtures. It was found that certain ssed mixtures could
be separated under particular seed moisture conditions and
that the separation wee affected by changing those mois-
ture conditions. Future research on electrostatic separa-
tion should be concerned with expanding the list of seed
mixtures found to be separable by this method. The opti-

mum seed moisture content or the moisture content range

for separation of the various seed.s needs to be investi-
gated. In their work on the influence of relative hiid-
ity on the conducting properttez at solid dielectrics,
Cohn end Guest show the effects of moisture pick up from

the air on the conducting properties of several fibrous
and nonfibrous materials (, pp.22-23, 29-36). It may be

possible to bring crop aeds to their optimum moisture
conditions for separation merely by passing them through
a humidity conditioning chamber which might wall be an

integral part of the electrostatic separator. The oomr
oial value of the electrostatic separation processes will
be lessened if extensive seed conditioning is required to
obtain the optimum seed, moisture conditions necessary to

effect a separation. The study of moisture conditioning

'72



m.tbods for s.ed. along with tb. etudy of other ways and
means of charging the seeds ar. sub jeote reooamsnded for

future study.
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SEED GLZANING QUESTIONNAIRE AND
SEED CLEANING Q," TIQNNAIBE RETURNS



Address

Manager

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
Department of gricu1turel Engineering

SEED CLEANING QUESTIONNAIRE

Business Name

Please list the seed mixtures with which you have had
difficulty cleaning or have been unable to separate at all.
(Examples: Alta Fescue and Common Ryegrass or Clover and
Sheep Sorrel.)

Seed Mixtures
Type of cleaning equip-
ment used for separation
at present time

Figure 20

Example of seed cleaning questionnaire
sent to 20 Oregon seed cleaning establishments

79

Do you have any of the above seed mixtures on hand at
the present time for which arrangements could be made for
us to obtain samples for testing purposes? If so, please
indicate these seed mixtures by placing a check mark (x)
in the margin beside the available mixture.

Thank you for your cooperation in filling out this
questionnaire.



A.ltalfa and
Black media
Dodder
Red clover
Sweet clover

Bentgrass, Astoria and
Big mouse-ear
Bluegrasse $
Chickweed
Path rush
Redtop
Seaside bentgraes
Sticky mouse-ear
Western bentgraas

Bentgrass, Highland and
l3luegrasses
Canadian Thistle
Clods of dirt
Ergot
Nematode galls
Red top
Silver hairgrass
Yarrow

Bentgrass, Seaside and
Astoria bentgrass
Big mouse-ear
Bluegrasses
Chickweed
Path rush
Redtop
Sticky mouse-ear
Toad rush
Wesern bentgrass

Bluegrass, Kentucky end
Astoria bentgrasa
Dandelion
Immature quaokgrass
Seaside bentgraes
Sedge

Table III

SEED MIXTURES THAT OFFER CLEANING PROBLEMS IN OREGON
AS DETERMINED FROM SEED CLEANING QUESTIONNAIRES

Bluegrass, Marion and
Canadian thistle
Ladino clover
Quaokgraes
Sheep sorrel

Clover, Alsike and
Dodder
Hop olover
Ladino clover
Lambsquarter
Pigweed
Red clover
Sheep sorrel
White clover

Clover, Crimson end
Mustard
Rape
Wild peas
Wild vetoh

Clover, Ladino and
Alsike clover
Dodder
Lembaquarter
Marion bluegrass
Pigweed
Red clover
Sheep sorrel
Western witohgrass
White clover

Clover, Red and
ALfalfa
Alaike clover
Black medic
Dodder
Ladino clover
Mustard
Spreading amaranth
White clover
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Fescue, lta and
Bachelor's button
Bristly dogtail
Canadian thistle
Cbes8
Common ryegrass
Perennial ryegrass
Quackgress

Fescue, Chewings and
Canadian thistle
Common ryegrass
Creeping red fescue
Illahee fescue
Quaokgrass
Rattal]. fescue

Fescue, Creeping red and
Canadian thistle
Chewings fescue
Common ryegrass
Illahee rescue
Perennial ryagrass
Quaokgrass

Fescue, Illahee and
Chowings rescue
Creeping red rescue

Johnson grass and
Canadian thistle
Quaokgrass
Sudan

Ryegrass, Common and
Alta fescue
Bachelor's button
Bristly dogtail
Canadian thistle
Cheat
Chewings fescue
Creeping red fescue
Perennial ryegrasa
Quaokgras 8
Tarweod
Tualitan oatgrass

Ryegrass, Perennial and
ilta fescue
Bachelor's button
Canadian thistle
Chewings fescue
Common ryegrass
Creeping red fescue
Quackgrass
Tarwe ed
Tualitan oatgrass

Sudan and
Canadian thistle
Johnson grass
Quaokgrae a

Vetob, Hairy and
Common vetoh
Garlic
Rough peas
Wheat

Wheat and
Barley
Hairy vetch
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TEST DATA A1'fl) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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Table IV

PURITY OF ORIGINAL SEED LOTS
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Alta].f a 99.94 0.00 0.06 0.00
(Medloago sativa)

Bachelor's Button 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Qentaurea cyanue)

Clover, Red 99.07 0.04 0.75 0.14
(TriThlium pretense)

Fescue, A].ta 99.53 0.06 0.15 0.26
(Festuoa arundinaoee)

Ryegrass, Common 98.95 0.20 0.79 0.06
(Lollum mu.ltitlorum)

Ryegress, Perennial 99.49 0.02 0.35 0.14
(Lollum perenne)

Pure Crop Inert Weed
Seed Seed Seed Matter Seed



Table V

SEED MOISTURE CONTENT (DRY-BASIS) AT TIME OF TESTING

84

*Molsture samples were taken after completion of testing
program.

Seed Replication Moisture Condition
A B C

Alt alta 1 -- 8.06 5.8?
(Medloago sativa) 2 6.65 8.08 5.86

Average 6.65 8.07 5.86

Bachelor's Button
(Centeurea cyanus)

1
2

7.04
7.02

8.15
8,59

4.40
4.43

Average 7.03* 8.37 4.41

Clover, Red
(Trifolium pretense)

1
2

7.64
7.69

9.75
9.82

6.14
6.24

Average 7.66 9.78 6.19

Fescue, Alta
(Festuca arundlnaoea)

1
2

9.61
9.51

13.04
13.04

7.04
7.02

Average 9.56 13.04 7.03

Ryegrass, Common i 9.29 12.86 6.71(Lolium multiflorum) 2 9.31 12.96 6.67
Average 9.30 12.91 6.69

Ryegrass, Perennial 1. 9.1]. 12.91 6.90
(Lolium perenne) 2 9.11 12.96 6.94

Average 9.11 12.93 6.92



Table VI

SEPARATION OF ALTA FESCUE AND BACHELOR' S BtJT)N

Moisture Weight Of Seed Samp1es Tested (grains)
Condition Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Average

Per Cent of Contamination in Seed Samples
(by weight)

COMPOSITION OF CLEAN SEED FRACTION

85

Per Cent Original Sample in Per Cent Contamination in
Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.) Clean Seed Fraotion (by wt.)
Re.l Re2.2 Rey.3 Ave. Rep.]. Rep.2 Rep.3 Ave.

Moisture Condition A

1 86.57 86.78 86.16 86.50 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.18
2 76.61 75.23 74.82 75,49 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.0?
3 67.28 65.86 65.10 66.08 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.04
4 59.50 57.73 56.73 57.98 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.08
5 53.50 51.14 49.12 51.25 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01

Moisture Condition B

1 99.51 99.5? 99.58 99.55 0.97 0.97 1.01 0.99
2 99.09 99.14 99.10 99.11 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.95
3 98.66 98.66 98.66 98.66 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94
4 98.22 97.97 98.14 98.11 0.91 0.90 0.94 0.92
5 97.68 97.44 97.70 97,8]. 0.89 0.88 0.94 0.90

Moisture Condition C

1 33.26 34.11 32.18 33.18 0.23 0.26 0.09 0.20
2 14.44 15.52 12.78 1425 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
3 7.32 7.73 6.48 7.1? 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 3.82 4.31 3,73 3.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 2.44 2.64 1.95 2.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00,

A 50.57 50.65 50.71 50.64
B 48.70 48.64 48.5? 48.64
C 50.03 50.08 50.04 50.05

A 0.93 1.00 0.95 0.96
B 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.02
C 0.9? 0.96 0.95 0.96



Moisture Weight of Seed Samples Tested (gx'aina)
Condition Re;. 1 Rep. 2 Re. 3 Average

Per Cent of Contamination in Seed Samples
(by weight)

Table VII

SEPARATION OF COMMON RYEGRASS AND BACHELOR'S BUTTON

COMPOSITION OF CLEAN SEED FRACTION

86

Per Cent Original Sample in Par Cent Contamination in
Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.) Clean Seed Freotion (by wt.)
Rep.1 Rep.2 Rep.3 Ave. Rep.1 Rep.2 Rep.3 Ave.

Moisture Condition A

1 80.61 79.35 77.96 79.31 0.12 0.18 0.12 0.14
2 65.66 64.94 62.68 64.43 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03
3 54.99 54.06 51.19 53.41 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02
4 45.91 44.56 42.14 44.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 38.67 37.66 35.46 37.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Moisture Condition 13

1 99.3? 99.35 99.40 99.37 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.01
2 98.67 98.68 98.68 98.88 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.98
3 97.82 97.92 98.02 97.92 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.95
4 96.98 97.18 97.4? 97.20 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94
5 96.13 96.43 96.83 96.47 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.92

Moisture Condition C

1 10.16 12.10 12.38 11.54 0.26 0.51 0.10 0.29
2 2.26 3,34 2.92 2.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 - - -* -- -a - - --
4 -- -- -- -- -- --
5 -- -- -- -- --

A 50.64 50.6? 50.55 50.62
B 49.22 49.25 48.6? 49.05
C 49.98 49.83 49.98 49.93

A 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01
B 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.03
C 1.10 1.00 1.05 1.05



Moisture Weight of Seed Samples Tested (grams)
Condition Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Average

Per Cent of Contamination in Seed Samples
(by weight)

COMPOSITION OF CLEAN SEED FRACTION

Per Cent Original Sample in Per Cent Contamination In
Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.) Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.)

P Rep.1 Rep.2 Rep3 Ave. Rep.]. Re.2 Rep.3 Ave.

Moisture Condition A

Table VIII

SEPARATION OF PERENNIAL RYEGRASS AND BAChELOR'S BUTTON

87

1 23.54 22.13 22.72 22.79 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.21
2 39.28 37.84 38.83 38.65 0.22 0.27 0.24 0.24
3 49.82 48.84 49.64 49.43 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.234 57.28 56.78 58.16 57.41 0.25 0.24 0.29 0.26
5 63.09 62.49 63.67 63.08 0.22 0.24 0.32 0.26

Moisture Condition B
1 83.81 81.73 80.24 81.86 0.71 0.97 0.90 0.86
2 70.25 66.31 60.18 65.58 0.55 0.85 0.79 0.74
3 58.31. 54.78 46.58 53.22 0.49 0.68 0.66 0.81
4 49.24 45.07 36.08 43.46 0.42 0.63 0.49 0.51
5 41.18 37.48 27.77 35.48 0.46 0.39 0.37 0.41

Moisture Condition C

1 99.17 99.79 99.76 99.75 1.0]. 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 -- -- -- --
3 -- -- -- --
4 -- -- --
5

A 50.74 50.76 50.84 50.78
B 48.66 48.83 48.03 48.50
C 49.46 49.63 49.81 49.63

A 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97
B 1.01 1.0]. 1.06 1.03
C 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00



Table II
SEPARATION OF RED CLOVER AND ALFALFA

Moisture Weiit of Seed Samples Tested (grains)
Condition Rep, 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Average

Per Cent of Contamination in Seed Samples
(by weight)

COMPOSITION OF CLEAN sD FRACTION

88

Per Cent Original Sample in Per Cent Contamination in
Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.) Clean Seed Fraction (by wt.)
Rep.1 Rep.2 Rep.3 Ave. Rep.1 Rep.2 Rep.3 Ave.

Moisture Condition A

1 4.09 5.15 4.06 4.34 0.68 1.23 0.83 0.84
2 7.80 9.3]. 6.98 8.03 0.94 1.08 0.'19 0.94
3 12.50 13.93 10.56 12.26 0.85 0.95 0.75 0.85
4 16.23 17.89 13.92 16.02 0.96 0.96 0.60 0.84
5 19.95 21.34 18.25 19.85 0.87 0.90 0.65 0.81

Moisture Condition B

1 88.01 83.56 80.90 84.15 0.93 0.95 0.92 0.93
2 75.1? 72.54 72.60 73.44 0.8? 0.90 0.8? 0.88
3 65.52 67.23 64.82 65.85 0.79 0.84 0.77 0.80
4 59.32 62.59 59.02 60.31 0.77 0.75 0.69 0.74
5 53.20 56.35 53.65 54.40 0.69 0.71 0.60 0.67

Moisture Condition C

1 3.29 4.65 4.23 4.51 0.49 0.61 0.52 0.54
2 7.9? 8.53 8.71 8.40 0.81 0.66 0.71 0.73
3 15.68 15.19 13.72 14.86 0.9]. 0.89 0.74 0.84
4 20.61 19.06 18.71 19.46 0.73 0.85 0.73 0.??
5 27.55 25.00 23.65 25.40 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.81

A 50.62 50.57 50.50 50.56
B 48.53 48,7? 48.53 48.61
C 49.51 49.56 50.20 49.76

A 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.95
B 0.96 0.9? 0.98 0.97
C 0.94 0.9? 0.94 0.95



Table X

PER CENT GERMINATION OF COMMON RYZGRASS FOR
EIGHT VOLTAGE TRE(ENTS AND SEVEN TIME INTERVkT.$
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12 95 95 95 94 94 92 95 95
96 96 93 90 93 96 95 94 94.3
93 95 95 95 93 94 94 96

35 95 98 98 99 97 96 93 97
95 95 96 95 95 93 94 95 95.5
97 94 94 95 9? 93 95 98

62 96 96 95 9? 95 96 93 92
98 97 95 95 96 97 9'? 95 95.3
96 96 94 93 96 96 92 95

96 97 97 93 9? 96 9? 96 98
96 97 95 94 96 97 95 95 96.0
98 93 97 96 97 94 96 9?

118 96 93 96 96 96 96 96 96
96 96 93 95 95 96 96 95 95.5
9? 95 97 95 98 95 94 94

161 96 93 94 94 96 96 92 94
94 95 95 94 92 94 92 94 94.2
93 97 97 94 94 94 94 92

189 9? 97 96 94 93 93 96 96
96 95 94 98 94 95 91 94 95.2
96 98 9? 93 96 98 96 97

Date
Replication Voltae to Which Seeds Were Exposed 0

.rl
4a

0
Number of
days after
exposure o 0 0 0 0 0 0

r-4

o o 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 U) 0 U) 0
a a a a a .. 4.) a

U) 0 U)
s-I

C-
r-I

0
Cs2

U)
C2



Table XI

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE
TO HIGH VOLTAGE ON TUE GERMINATION OF COMMON RY!GRASS

90

Source of Sum of Mean
Variation D.F. Squares Square Remarks

Total 16? 423.28

Replication 6 95.16 10.86

Treatments 7 27.4? 3.92 2.15 **

Experimental
Error 42 76.65 1.82

Sampling
Error 112 254.00 2.2?

**Not significant at the one per cent level.



Table XII

FFECTS OF HIGH VOLTAGE ON GERMINATION
OF SEVERAL CROP AND WEED SEEDS

91

Seed

Length
of Germi-
nation
Test in
Deja

Per Cant Germination

Before
exposure
to high
voltage

After 50
or more
exposures
to high
voltage

Lit alta 7 82 84
(Medicago sativa)

Bachelor's Button 10 .76 75
(Conteurea oyenus)

Clover, Alsike 7 77 80
(Trifolium hybridum)

Clover, Dutch White 7 67 68
(Trifoliurn repens)

Clover, Red 7 84 83
(Tritolium pretense)

Fescue, Alta 14 85 85
(Festuca arundinacea)

Fescue, Chéwings 14 94 95(Festuca rubra var.
conunutata)

Fesoue, Creeping Red 14 97 97
(Festuca rubra)
Ryegrass, Common 14 95 96
(Lolium multifloruni)

Ryegrass, Perennial 14 97 93
(Lolium perenne)



FRAME AND ASSBLT DRAIINGS
01 ELEGTR0SATIG SEPARA0R
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Figure 21
Assembly drawing of the eleotrostatlo separator.
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Figure 22
Frame of electrostatic separator.



APPENDIX D

ELECTRIC 1ILDS IN TH
ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATOR



ELECTRIC YIElDS IN T ;' ELECTRO8TATIC SEPARATOR

Electric fields surround energized electrical con-
duotors. The configuration of the electric field depends
upon the shape of the conductor and the presenc, of other

nearby oonductors. There are a naber of mathematical
graphical end experimental methods available for plotting

the shape of an electric field. Some metde are extreme-

ly cumbersome and applicable to only the simplest shapes

of conductors. Other methods require elaborate laboratory

equient. In this investigation, a General Electric
Company analog field plotter was used to obtain two-

dimsnsional plots of the fields in the electrostatic sep-
arator for various electrode positions..

The analog field plotter consists of a do. power
supply unit, an instrument detecting unit, and a searching

or marking probe along with the necessary leads and con-

neoting accessories. 11th this device it is possible to
map electric fields which are set up in a thin sheet of

conducting paper. The electrodes end boundaries are

established on the conducting paper by means of a silver
conducting paint ox' by attaching metal electrodes of the

proper shape to the paper. lox' oonveni.nOe, the paper ii

mounted on a plotting board. The electrodes are connected

to the power unit and the detecting unit In the prescribed



manner. The power unit l.a equipped with a voltage divider

with which the output voltage may be varied as desired.

The detecting unit is a do. mioroaetor having the zero
reading point at the center of the scale. For a particu-
lar voltage divider setting, the detecting unit will read
zero when the marking stylus or probe is on a line of

equipotential. This permits the operator to trace an
equipotentia]. line on the conducting paper for each volt-

age divider setting. A typical analog field plotter set-
up is shown in Figure 25.

The electrode and boundary conditions used in making

the field plots were those of a verttoal plane passing
through the center of the feed belt of the electrostatic
separator. A vertical cross-section of the frame of the
separator constituted the boundaries of the field plots.
The boundaries and the electrode were painted on the eon-

duoting paper with silver conducting paint, One end of a

piece of wire was fastened to the painted electrode while
the other end was placed on the conducting paper at posi-

tions depending upon the particular field that was being

plotted. figure 23 shows the electrode in the lifting
position. The lines appearing on the conducting paper

represent equipotential lines. A completed field plot

includes not only the equipotential lines but also the

lines representing the electric flux in the field.



Figure 23

General Electric Company analog field plotter.
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Figures 2, and 25 are completed field plots showing
the .l.otiode in three different positions.
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Figure 24

Field reHulting from electrode in the lifting position.
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P.gure 25

Field re5u].ting from electrode in the pinning position.



- Equipotential Lines

- Flux Lines

gte 26

1.e1d resulting from electrode in the combination lifting and pinning position.
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